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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Christoffer C Jørgensen 
Section for Surgical Patophysiology  
Copenhagen University, Rigshospitalet  
Denmark  
 
The Lundbeck Foundation Centre for Fast-track Hip and Knee 
Replacement  
Denmark 

REVIEW RETURNED 03-Jan-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors report on a quite large qualitative study on patient 
satisfaction in relation to hospital experience after total hip and knee 
arthroplasty. The study uses a meticulous methodology, which to my 
experience, is uncommon in qualitative research and gives valuable 
insights into what determines whether a patient is satisfied with their 
hospital experience and ultimately also their operation 1-year after 
srugery. The authors find that despite differences in satisfaction, 
likelihood of recommending surgery for another and hospital 
experience between THA and TKA patients, the themes of the 
written comments were similar.  
 
When all this is said, the lack of information on the perioperative 
care, length of hospitalization, complications etc. limits the reader in 
deciding whether the results of the study can be readily transferred 
into other clinical settings. Thus, the study would benefit greatly from 
informing on median length of hospital stay and readmission rates at 
the very least, especially considering some of the comments 
regarding “boarding” and uncertainty of when to arrive at surgery.  
 
General comments:  
 
Methods: I have some uncertainties regarding the way data was 
collected. The authors mention they used a random sample of 5% of 
preformed procedures, all of whom had returned the post-op 
questionnaire. But how many TKA/THA patients were in the 
database to begin with, and was it only those who had responded in 
the comments field who were eligible for inclusion? If so, it would 
appear that the study is subject to considerable selection bias which 
should be mentioned as a limitation. Finally, what is meant by: “Data 
was sampled until saturation of themes was achieved”, is this also 
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some sort of selection procedure?  
 
Results: Hospital environment: It appears that these surgeries were 
not performed within dedicated arthroplasty wards, or that these 
wards had to “board” patients in other departments. Dedicated 
wards with implemented fast-track or ERAS protocols (of which 
patient satisfaction was reviewed in ref.7) including specialized 
nurses and physiotherapists have shown to improve clinical 
outcomes and reduce hospitalization (Husted H. Acta Orthop Suppl. 
2012 Oct;83(346):1-39.) Consequently, the problem of boarding 
patients should not occur if the department adhered to a fast-track 
protocol, which generally has a high level of satisfaction (Specht et 
al. Acta Orthop 2015;86:702-7+ref 7). This should be mentioned in 
the discussion.  
 
Discussion: In the methods section it is stated that collection of data 
was prospective, but how can collection on best and worst aspects 
of care collected 1 year after surgery be prospective? The same 
goes for “overall hospital experience”. This is of considerable 
importance because in the analysis is intended to provide 
knowledge on how to improve on the patient experience. However, 
we do not know if the patients would have answered the same if 
asked within the first week or month after surgery. Some 
considerations on this should be applied to the discussion.  
Also, as we have no knowledge on whether these patients suffered 
from postoperative complications, we cannot know whether the data 
on hospital experiences and satisfaction is potentially influenced by 
occurrence/avoidance of complications and to which degree (in 
other words, how many of the included patients had complications?)  
Finally there are no consideration on burden of comorbidity, despite 
some studies having found an association with patient satisfaction 
after THA and TKA (Lau et al Clin Geriatr Med 2012;28:349-65). If 
these data are unavailable it should be included as a limitation.  
 
Specific comments:  
1) Abstract P2L24: You may have recorded responses on a Likert 
scale, but this was simplified to a binary outcome. How come the 
outcome measure is then the Likert scale?  
 
2) P4L13-14 I do not understand this sentence. How can collecting 
data inform on approaches to optimize care and provide patients 
with information to support decision making? Are potential patients 
able to see responses from other patients so they can chose place 
of surgery depending on previous comments?  
3) P5L28 Do you believe it is fair to include “uncertain” as not 
satisfied? If so, why?  
4) P5L31-32 Again, is it fair to include “unsure” as not recommend” 
and why?  
5) Why did you start by 4 and 5 scales and then dichotomizing for 
the analysis?  
6) P6L12 I would suggest reporting on LOS and readmissions to 
give an impression on how the clinical outcomes of these patients 
were. As it is now the reader has no idea on type of perioperative 
care, complications etc. all which may influence quality of surgery 
and ultimately the patient experience. This is important considering 
that there are considerable variations in postoperative quality within 
the NHS. Furthermore I would suggest providing information on the 
results of the 4 and 5-pointsscales as well as how many patients 
wrote anything in the comment field (unless writing a comment was 
an inclusion criteria in which case this should be stated in the 
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methods section), the number of questionnaires which did actually 
contain comments is important for evaluating the basis for the 
thematic analysis.  
7) P6L35 You write that 46% of unsatisfied patients would 
recommend the procedure, however table 2 states that 27 of 50 
unsatisfied patients (56%??) would recommend the procedure?  
8) P7L17-19 What was the definition of a poor clinical outcome? I 
cannot see any clinical outcome data in the paper. Do you mean that 
listening to the patients was likely to enhance satisfaction with the 
hospital experience even in case of being dissatisfied with the 
outcome? If so then please rephrase.  
9) P9L34-37 A brief discussion on the fast-track principles with 
dedicated arthroplasty wards seems appropriate here (see general 
comment).  
10) P10L12-14 As mentioned previously it appears that more than 
half the unsatisfied patients would recommend the procedure. How 
does this fit with satisfaction with the "hospital experience playing a 
key role"? Is it not rather that satisfied patients were mostly likely to 
recommend the surgery while unsatisfied patients were equally likely 
to recommend and not recommend it? Also, what is “overall 
satisfaction”? I see no report on this parameter in the results section.  
11) P10L12-14 Could some of the conclusions not be due to the 
dichotomizing of the 4 and 5-point scores? Would the results not be 
more blurred if the “unsures” and “uncertains” had been separated? 

 

REVIEWER Vikas Khanduja 
Department of Trauma & Orthopaedics  
Box 37, Hills Road  
Addenbrooke's - Cambridge University Hospital NHS Foundation 
Trust  
Cambridge CB2 0QQ.  
United Kingdom. 

REVIEW RETURNED 08-Jan-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Many thanks for asking me to review this paper. I really enjoyed 
reading it and would certainly wish to recommend it for publication. 
However, there are a few minor issues which need to be addressed 
before the paper is formally accepted.  
 
1. The authors have chosen a sample size of 216 which represents 
5% of the sample population. How did the authors' arrive at this 
number. A detailed description of this would be required in the 
methodology.  
 
2. There is no mention of age and sex of the participants. It would be 
worth including this as this may have a bearing on the results.  
 
3. Also, If I have understood correctly, the participants filled in their 
questionnaires, 1 year after surgery. This certainly would add a 
recall bias and its worth mentioning it in the limitations.  
 
4. Finally, I am not an expert in Research Methodology and this 
paper would certainly benefit from a review by a Research 
Methodologist.  
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REVIEWER Nemandra Sandiford 
Guys and St Thomas' Hospital  
London  
UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 22-Jan-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you for the opportunity to review this paper. The authors have 
addressed an important issue which is very important to patients and 
ultimately their perception of healthcare.  
The have performed a well designed study using appropriate 
statistical calculations to address this issue.  
My only comments are inclusion of patient comments. While these 
are relevant to the context they only represent one side of a two way 
communication process. I personally would not include these but I 
do not think that they take away from the message of the paper.   

 

REVIEWER Aachal Kotecha 
NIHR BRC for Ophthalmology, UCL Institute of Ophthalmology, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 23-Feb-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors present a study evaluating patient experiences following 
lower limb arthroplasty, evaluating retrospective data collected from 
a postal survey administered to patients 12 months after the 
procedure.  
I think the title is a tiny bit misleading – personally, I think it should 
reflect that this was an analysis of freetext responses to a PROM. 
Not sure why it is ‘exploratory’ though, as the sample size suggests 
otherwise?  
This is a nice piece of work, although a fairly significant limitation 
(not mentioned on page 3 or the Discussion section) is that the 
survey data was collected 12 months after surgery and as such 
there will be an element of recall bias. The authors should discuss 
this.  
How many survey respondents wrote in the free-text box? That is, 
what proportion of surveys had the freetext box completed from 
which the thematic analysis was determined? Was there any 
difference between the 2 surgical groups – did those with knee 
arthroplasty (who tended to be less satisfied) have ‘more to say’ 
than those with hip sx?  
Was there an age difference in the knee vs hip group? I really am 
curious as to why those with knee arthroplasty were less satisfied – 
might be related to age (perhaps younger patients have greater 
expectations than older ones – in fact, there is a fair amount in the 
literature that would suggest this).  
In their diagram, do they not feel that there is some link between 
‘communication’ and ‘process’? There are 2 strands to 
communication – one around how the healthcare professional 
communicates medical information to the patient, and another of 
how process flow is communicated to the patient. In fact, the ‘Pain’ 
theme is probably also related to communication – in terms of 
managing patient expectations.  
The authors state that there were ‘no differences in thematic 
responses’ between knee and hip arthroplasty – not sure how they 
can say this from the data presented. Did they analyse and identify 
themes in the separate surgical groups and then compare the 
findings? The methods & results suggests not.  
Discussion states that ‘the most common focus of the patient report 
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was the quality of care they received’ – did they quantitatively 
analyse how many times ‘quality of care’ was mentioned in the free 
text box? Why do they use the term ‘most common’ here? I’m 
assuming that the ‘patient report’ they refer to is actually the patient 
survey, but perhaps it is something else – in which case, please 
could you clarify/cite the report you refer to.  
I’m not sure how they came to the conclusion that “positive process 
experiences were linked with building and maintaining of effective 
patient-health professional interactions”. They do not present any 
evidence that suggests this. Similarly with their last sentence 
regarding avoiding boarding procedures would enhance the patient 
experience. I think what the study shows is that patient reported 
experience is influenced by a combination of the 3 themes they 
identify – I’m not convinced that the data they present suggests that 
one theme has more importance than the others in terms of 
influencing the patient experience.  
Finally, it would be useful if they could give a few more details about 
the survey used – is it a validated survey used across orthopaedics? 
Perhaps providing the survey as a figure would be useful.  
 
Overall, this is an interesting paper, and it highlights how process 
flow is an important factor in patient satisfaction.  
A few small issues:  
Typo: Communication page 7 line 36 : which  
Typo: Pain page 7 line 41 : patients’  
Acronym Page 9, Discussion: THA and THK : please define in the 
preceding sentence.  
Reference missing: Page 9 Line 23: can you cite the paper reporting 
the ‘previous regression model’, please. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

Reviewer Name  

Christoffer C Jørgensen  

 

Institution and Country  

Section for Surgical Patophysiology, Copenhagen University, Rigshospitalet, Denmark, The Lundbeck 

Foundation Centre for Fast-track Hip and Knee Replacement Denmark  

 

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

none  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

 

The authors report on a quite large qualitative study on patient satisfaction in relation to hospital 

experience after total hip and knee arthroplasty. The study uses a meticulous methodology, which to 

my experience, is uncommon in qualitative research and gives valuable insights into what determines 

whether a patient is satisfied with their hospital experience and ultimately also their operation 1-year 

after srugery. The authors find that despite differences in satisfaction, likelihood of recommending 

surgery for another and hospital experience between THA and TKA patients, the themes of the written 

comments were similar.  

 

When all this is said, the lack of information on the perioperative care, length of hospitalization, 

complications etc. limits the reader in deciding whether the results of the study can be readily 

transferred into other clinical settings. Thus, the study would benefit greatly from informing on median 
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length of hospital stay and readmission rates at the very least, especially considering some of the 

comments regarding “boarding” and uncertainty of when to arrive at surgery.  

 

Authors  

Many thanks for your helpful comments, indeed there are limitation as to how widely one can 

extrapolate our findings. We have added further detail as to our unit’s perioperative and post-

operative care to the manuscript and agree this helps with wider contextualisation. We cannot provide 

linked data to the specific patients in the study, but note our hospital statistics for 

readmission/complications. As that data we present is a large random sample it is likely to reflect 

these general statistics. We are able to add study group statistics for patient age, gender split and 

length of stay.  

 

 

General comments:  

 

Methods: I have some uncertainties regarding the way data was collected. The authors mention they 

used a random sample of 5% of preformed procedures, all of whom had returned the post-op 

questionnaire. But how many TKA/THA patients were in the database to begin with, and was it only 

those who had responded in the comments field who were eligible for inclusion? If so, it would appear 

that the study is subject to considerable selection bias which should be mentioned as a limitation. 

Finally, what is meant by: “Data was sampled until saturation of themes was achieved”, is this also 

some sort of selection procedure?  

 

Authors;  

Thank you for highlighting this, we agree that we have been somewhat deficient in the way re report 

our study population and are happy to clear this up. We had data available encompassing a three 

year period which totalled some 4300 joint replacements. We took a random 5% selection of this data 

as a meaningfully representative - yet manageable - sample size for the qualitative analysis. We 

receive very well completed surveys from our patients, and essentially all provide a free text 

response. In our sample all patients provided data. We have now revised the methodology section to 

detail our population in greater detail. The comment as to data sampling until saturation of themes 

was achieved related to the qualitative thematic analysis process. This is a well described 

methodology in the qualitative literature.  

 

 

Results: Hospital environment: It appears that these surgeries were not performed within dedicated 

arthroplasty wards, or that these wards had to “board” patients in other departments. Dedicated wards 

with implemented fast-track or ERAS protocols (of which patient satisfaction was reviewed in ref.7) 

including specialized nurses and physiotherapists have shown to improve clinical outcomes and 

reduce hospitalization (Husted H. Acta Orthop Suppl. 2012 Oct;83(346):1-39.) Consequently, the 

problem of boarding patients should not occur if the department adhered to a fast-track protocol, 

which generally has a high level of satisfaction (Specht et al. Acta Orthop 2015;86:702-7+ref 7). This 

should be mentioned in the discussion.  

 

Authors;  

Yes indeed we do have challenges NHS as to ensuring dedicated wards; as with many orthopaedic 

units we do have specific wards (nursing/physio etc.) and ERAS protocols are routinely used across 

the NHS – and are in fact a national Scottish priority target - but we also have to contribute to the 

overall boarding of medical patients. Typically, patient deems ‘ready for discharge’ are the one who 

are moved to create space for medical boarders as it is envisaged these patients will not board in 

other wards for long – often just overnight pending discharge the next day.  
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A major focus of the paper is to developing an understanding of what patients like and do not like 

about their hospital experience which may help provide insight into where service improvements could 

have the potential to improve the patient experience and their satisfaction. This is a priority for the 

NHS, and the data included should be considered within this context. We agree that the results could 

be somewhat different in units that have absolute control of their beds and have taken the opportunity 

to discuss this in the revised submission.  

 

 

Discussion: In the methods section it is stated that collection of data was prospective, but how can 

collection on best and worst aspects of care collected 1 year after surgery be prospective? The same 

goes for “overall hospital experience”. This is of considerable importance because in the analysis is 

intended to provide knowledge on how to improve on the patient experience. However, we do not 

know if the patients would have answered the same if asked within the first week or month after 

surgery. Some considerations on this should be applied to the discussion.  

Also, as we have no knowledge on whether these patients suffered from postoperative complications, 

we cannot know whether the data on hospital experiences and satisfaction is potentially influenced by 

occurrence/avoidance of complications and to which degree (in other words, how many of the 

included patients had complications?) Finally there are no consideration on burden of comorbidity, 

despite some studies having found an association with patient satisfaction after THA and TKA (Lau et 

al Clin Geriatr Med 2012;28:349-65). If these data are unavailable it should be included as a 

limitation.  

 

Authors  

We describe the data as prospective, as it was collected longitudinally as part of routine clinical 

follow-up for all patients over a defined period – we do appreciate that the patients are reflecting on 

their hospital experience retrospectively and have amended the wording in the revision. We agree 

that we do not know if the patient’s responses would differ if they were asked at a different time point 

and clearly cannot comment on this with the data we have. A limitation of this study is that the data 

we have is not linked at an individual level to the patient’s demographics; as such we cannot provide 

direct figures for complications in this patient population. However, our hospital rates for the major 

arthroplasty complications (DVT, infection, dislocation etc.) are approximately 1% (in line with the 

wider Scottish data), thus it is unlikely this exerts a troublingly large influence on our data set. We 

agree that others have postulated population level associations between specific patient factors such 

as comorbidities or age and outcomes, and we cannot directly comment as to this in our dataset. We 

have added discussion as to all these point in the revised document.  

 

 

Specific comments:  

1) Abstract P2L24: You may have recorded responses on a Likert scale, but this was simplified to a 

binary outcome. How come the outcome measure is then the Likert scale?  

 

Authors  

We agree that this is perhaps confusing. We have amended the abstract to explain that we 

dichotomised the responders to positive and negative.  

 

 

2) P4L13-14 I do not understand this sentence. How can collecting data inform on approaches to 

optimize care and provide patients with information to support decision making? Are potential patients 

able to see responses from other patients so they can chose place of surgery depending on previous 

comments?  

 

Authors  
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Yes, the friends and family test is a UK wide national data survey following hospital admission. Data is 

available online to patients.  

 

 

3) P5L28 Do you believe it is fair to include “uncertain” as not satisfied? If so, why?  

4) P5L31-32 Again, is it fair to include “unsure” as not recommend” and why?  

5) Why did you start by 4 and 5 scales and then dichotomizing for the analysis?  

 

Authors  

This is primarily a qualitative paper, assessing the free text responses of patients, however we 

attempted to offer some context regarding the group satisfaction rates and willingness to recommend 

the procedure to another. We dichotomise the data as per the instructions for the friends and family 

test (and other similar metrics). The dichotomy is simply that patients either report being satisficed – 

or they do not – as such any undecided responders are categorised as not satisfied. We have added 

some further clarification to the methodology as to this.  

 

 

6) P6L12 I would suggest reporting on LOS and readmissions to give an impression on how the 

clinical outcomes of these patients were. As it is now the reader has no idea on type of perioperative 

care, complications etc. all which may influence quality of surgery and ultimately the patient 

experience. This is important considering that there are considerable variations in postoperative 

quality within the NHS. Furthermore I would suggest providing information on the results of the 4 and 

5-pointsscales as well as how many patients wrote anything in the comment field (unless writing a 

comment was an inclusion criteria in which case this should be stated in the methods section), the 

number of questionnaires which did actually contain comments is important for evaluating the basis 

for the thematic analysis.  

 

Authors  

We have added context as to the LOS and readmissions as suggested. We do not think these are 

unduly confounding our analysis. As per our previous response, all patients provided data in the free 

text boxes. We now also provide a wider clinical commentary as to the care received and the unit’s 

length of stay and re-operation rates.  

 

 

7) P6L35 You write that 46% of unsatisfied patients would recommend the procedure, however table 

2 states that 27 of 50 unsatisfied patients (56%??) would recommend the procedure?  

 

Authors  

Many thanks this is a typo. Corrected in the revised document  

 

 

8) P7L17-19 What was the definition of a poor clinical outcome? I cannot see any clinical outcome 

data in the paper. Do you mean that listening to the patients was likely to enhance satisfaction with 

the hospital experience even in case of being dissatisfied with the outcome? If so then please 

rephrase.  

 

Authors  

The association is between report of good communication and satisfaction metrics. this association is 

consistent even when the patient also reports poor physical function on the feedback forms. We have 

rephrased this comment.  

9) P9L34-37 A brief discussion on the fast-track principles with dedicated arthroplasty wards seems 

appropriate here (see general comment).  
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Authors  

Agreed, we have added further commentary as suggested  

 

 

10) P10L12-14 As mentioned previously it appears that more than half the unsatisfied patients would 

recommend the procedure. How does this fit with satisfaction with the "hospital experience playing a 

key role"? Is it not rather that satisfied patients were mostly likely to recommend the surgery while 

unsatisfied patients were equally likely to recommend and not recommend it? Also, what is “overall 

satisfaction”? I see no report on this parameter in the results section.  

 

Authors  

We are trying to make a general point that the patient’s experience of being in hospital is an important 

aspect in determining patient satisfaction – irrespective of the clinical outcomes of the arthroplasty. 

This has been reported previously and our data seems to generally support this. We have rephrased 

the term ‘key’ role to ‘important’ role.  

 

As you suggest our data hints that the recommendation response is potentially affected by the 

satisfaction rates and have commented on this in the revision. The term ‘overall satisfaction’ is the 

question we ask of our patients in the survey, but is perhaps confusing in this sentence. We have 

reviewed the revised text to ensure consistency in the wording.  

 

 

11) P10L12-14 Could some of the conclusions not be due to the dichotomizing of the 4 and 5-point 

scores? Would the results not be more blurred if the “unsures” and “uncertains” had been separated?  

 

Authors  

This is an interesting point. Realistically much larger datasets incorporating a balance of ‘unsure’ and 

‘uncertain’ responders would be required to determine whether this influenced the overall findings, 

however we have added a comment as to this in the limitations section of the revised submission.  

 

 

Reviewer: 2  

Reviewer Name  

Vikas Khanduja  

 

Institution and Country  

Department of Trauma & Orthopaedics  

Box 37, Hills Road Addenbrooke's - Cambridge University Hospital NHS Foundation Trust Cambridge 

CB2 0QQ United Kingdom.  

 

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

None declared  

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

Many thanks for asking me to review this paper. I really enjoyed reading it and would certainly wish to 

recommend it for publication. However, there are a few minor issues which need to be addressed 

before the paper is formally accepted.  

 

1. The authors have chosen a sample size of 216 which represents 5% of the sample population. 

How did the authors' arrive at this number. A detailed description of this would be required in the 

methodology.  
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Authors  

Many thanks, we do agree that our description of the data extraction was insufficient in the original 

submission and have added further detail to the revised document. The figure is 5% of the available 

data and was used as a sufficiently large – but physically manageable – number of responses to 

evaluate thematically.  

 

 

2. There is no mention of age and sex of the participants. It would be worth including this as this may 

have a bearing on the results.  

 

Authors  

We agree that some contextualisation of the study population is helpful. Unfortunately we cannot 

directly link or coded thematic responses back to individual patients, but have provided group means 

for age and the proportional gender split per hip/knee group. Our inability to link the coded data has 

been discussed in the limitations section of the revision, and may be a fruitful avenue for future 

research.  

 

 

3. Also, If I have understood correctly, the participants filled in their questionnaires, 1 year after 

surgery. This certainly would add a recall bias and its worth mentioning it in the limitations.  

 

Authors  

Yes this is correct. 1 year is the time point of choice for assessing clinical outcomes in the arthroplasty 

literature and the national registries, thus all of our data is routinely collected then. As you suggest, 

recall bias as to the hospital stay a year previously may interact with the outcomes. Clearly we cannot 

assess whether this is the case with our data and have added some discussion to the limitations 

section as to this point.  

 

 

4. Finally, I am not an expert in Research Methodology and this paper would certainly benefit from a 

review by a Research Methodologist.  

 

Reviewer: 3  

Reviewer Name  

Nemandra Sandiford  

 

Institution and Country  

Guys and St Thomas' Hospital, London, UK  

 

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below Thank you for the opportunity to review this paper. 

The authors have addressed an important issue which is very important to patients and ultimately 

their perception of healthcare. The have performed a well-designed study using appropriate statistical 

calculations to address this issue. My only comments are inclusion of patient comments. While these 

are relevant to the context they only represent one side of a two way communication process. I 

personally would not include these but I do not think that they take away from the message of the 

paper.  

 

Authors  

Many thanks for your comments. We do appreciate that the patient comments are a little ‘unwieldy’, 
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but are a fairly typical in the qualitative literature as a way of reporting relevant examples of the data 

that has been amalgamated. A recent example in BMJ open is Moore et al 2015;5:e009495  

 

 

Reviewer: 4  

 

Reviewer Name  

Aachal Kotecha  

 

Institution and Country  

NIHR BRC for Ophthalmology, UCL Institute of Ophthalmology, UK  

 

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

none declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below The authors present a study evaluating patient 

experiences following lower limb arthroplasty, evaluating retrospective data collected from a postal 

survey administered to patients 12 months after the procedure.  

I think the title is a tiny bit misleading – personally, I think it should reflect that this was an analysis of 

freetext responses to a PROM. Not sure why it is ‘exploratory’ though, as the sample size suggests 

otherwise?  

 

Authors  

Many thanks for your helpful comments. We describe our analysis as ‘exploratory’ as it is something 

of an overview analysis– i.e. we cannot offer a regression model on the factors predicting the 

individual responses – but highlight the thematic groupings. We feel the title is actually quite 

reasonable in explaining the content of the paper, and think that all the important qualifying 

information (such as being a freetext response) is sufficiently provided in the top line study information 

(abstract, strengths/limitation box etc.). Having said that, we are happy to take advice from the 

editorial office as to this and would be happy to change it if felt appropriate.  

 

 

This is a nice piece of work, although a fairly significant limitation (not mentioned on page 3 or the 

Discussion section) is that the survey data was collected 12 months after surgery and as such there 

will be an element of recall bias. The authors should discuss this.  

 

Authors  

1 year post surgery is the time point of choice for assessing clinical outcomes in the arthroplasty 

literature and the national registries, thus all of our data is routinely collected then. As you suggest, 

recall bias as to the hospital stay a year previously may interact with the outcomes. Clearly we cannot 

assess whether this is the case with our data and have added some discussion to the limitations 

section as to this point.  

 

How many survey respondents wrote in the free-text box? That is, what proportion of surveys had the 

freetext box completed from which the thematic analysis was determined? Was there any difference 

between the 2 surgical groups – did those with knee arthroplasty (who tended to be less satisfied) 

have ‘more to say’ than those with hip sx?  

 

Authors  

We ask that patients respond to these questions and all responders wrote something in the free text 

box. It’s an interesting point about having ‘more’ or ‘less’ to say, but unfortunately we cannot 

meaningfully comment on this due to the response format – a future study using interview 
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methodology that allows deeper probing into the responses could help address this question. This is 

something we’d like to follow-up, so many thanks indeed for the idea.  

 

 

Was there an age difference in the knee vs hip group? I really am curious as to why those with knee 

arthroplasty were less satisfied – might be related to age (perhaps younger patients have greater 

expectations than older ones – in fact, there is a fair amount in the literature that would suggest this).  

 

Authors  

We include group demographic statistics in the revised paper and there was essentially no difference 

in age between groups – with mean age of responders approximately 70 years – this is consistent 

with our unit’s typical values and the wider literature. It is indeed possible that expectations may differ 

between groups, however, we think that any difference would be overshadowed by clinical outcome 

factors. It’s a typical finding in the arthroplasty literature that hip replacement satisfaction is greater 

than that for the knee - 90% vs 80%. Clinically it is accepted that this is due to the differing nature of 

the surgeries – the knee replacement is significantly more painful and the recovery period more 

demanding. it is a relevant point and we have added discussion as to this in the revised submission.  

 

 

In their diagram, do they not feel that there is some link between ‘communication’ and ‘process’? 

There are 2 strands to communication – one around how the healthcare professional communicates 

medical information to the patient, and another of how process flow is communicated to the patient. In 

fact, the ‘Pain’ theme is probably also related to communication – in terms of managing patient 

expectations.  

 

Authors  

The diagram is the visual representation of the thematic analysis undertaken. There are certainly 

conceptual links between all the factors we highlight and we have tried to further elucidate this in the 

revised manuscript.  

 

 

The authors state that there were ‘no differences in thematic responses’ between knee and hip 

arthroplasty – not sure how they can say this from the data presented. Did they analyse and identify 

themes in the separate surgical groups and then compare the findings? The methods & results 

suggests not.  

 

Authors  

Yes, the responses were initially done for hips and knees separately – it became apparent that the 

content was overarching the two operations and broadly related to the general factors associated with 

the hospital process as opposed to any specific factors related to the individual surgeries. We have 

clarified this in the methodology.  

 

 

Discussion states that ‘the most common focus of the patient report was the quality of care they 

received’ – did they quantitatively analyse how many times ‘quality of care’ was mentioned in the free 

text box? Why do they use the term ‘most common’ here? I’m assuming that the ‘patient report’ they 

refer to is actually the patient survey, but perhaps it is something else – in which case, please could 

you clarify/cite the report you refer to.  

 

Authors  

Thank you, we should not state absolutely that any factor was the most prevalent as we did not 

specifically count this. Rather the feedback from those conducting the analysis was that this was a 
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prominent theme. We have reworded and clarified this in the revised submission. The patient report is 

indeed the patient survey – we have also clarified this.  

 

 

I’m not sure how they came to the conclusion that “positive process experiences were linked with 

building and maintaining of effective patient-health professional interactions”. They do not present any 

evidence that suggests this. Similarly with their last sentence regarding avoiding boarding procedures 

would enhance the patient experience. I think what the study shows is that patient reported 

experience is influenced by a combination of the 3 themes they identify – I’m not convinced that the 

data they present suggests that one theme has more importance than the others in terms of 

influencing the patient experience.  

 

Authors  

We agree that no 1 theme is any more or less important than the others – and do not mean to 

suggest this. This is an important point, and we have clarified in the revised submission. We do feel 

that our analysis links process experience and patient-staff interaction, though have possibly worded 

this confusingly. The comment as to boarding of patients is a specific examples of things that could be 

addressed to enhance satisfaction. We have reworded these remarks for clarity in the revision.  

 

 

Finally, it would be useful if they could give a few more details about the survey used – is it a 

validated survey used across orthopaedics? Perhaps providing the survey as a figure would be 

useful.  

 

Authors  

Thank you, we have added further description as to our survey tool to the methodology.  

 

 

Overall, this is an interesting paper, and it highlights how process flow is an important factor in patient 

satisfaction.  

A few small issues:  

Typo: Communication page 7 line 36 : which  

Typo: Pain page 7 line 41 : patients’  

Acronym Page 9, Discussion: THA and THK : please define in the preceding sentence.  

Reference missing: Page 9 Line 23: can you cite the paper reporting the ‘previous regression model’, 

please.  

 

Authors  

Many thanks for highlighting these – corrected as indicated 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Christoffer C Jørgensen 
Section for Surgical Patophysiology, Copenhagen University, 
Rigshospitalet, Denmark, The Lundbeck Foundation Centre for Fast-
track Hip and Knee Replacement Denmark 
 
I have received speakers fees from Rapid Recovery by Zimmer 
Biomet 

REVIEW RETURNED 25-Mar-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS All comments have been answered and corrections are satisfactory. 
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REVIEWER Vikas Khanduja 
Addenbrooke's - Cambridge University Hospital  
Cambridge, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 03-Apr-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors' have improved the quality of the manuscript 
significantly and certainly answered all my queries.  
 
I am happy to support publication. 
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